The gradual migration of television from broadcast diffusion to Internet diffusion offers countless possibilities for the generation of rich navigable contents. However, it also raises numerous scientific issues regarding delinearization of TV streams and content enrichment. In this paper, we study how speech can be used at different levels of the delinearization process, using automatic speech transcription and natural language processing (NLP) for the segmentation and characterization of TV programs and for the generation of semantic hyperlinks in videos. Transcript-based video delinearization requires natural language processing techniques robust to transcription peculiarities, such as transcription errors, and to domain and genre differences. We therefore propose to modify classical NLP techniques, initially designed for regular texts, to improve their robustness in the context of TV delinearization. We demonstrate that the modified NLP techniques can efficiently handle various types of TV material and be exploited for program description, for topic segmentation, and for the generation of semantic hyperlinks between multimedia contents. We illustrate the concept of cross-media semantic navigation with a description of our news navigation demonstrator presented during the NEM Summit 2009.
Introduction
Television is currently undergoing a deep mutation, gradually shifting from broadcast diffusion to Internet diffusion. This so-called TV-Internet convergence raises several issues with respect to future services and authoring tools, due to fundamental differences between the two diffusion modes. The most crucial difference lies in the fact that, by nature, broadcast diffusion is eminently linear while Internet diffusion is not, thus permitting features such as navigation, search, and personalization. In particular, navigation by means of links between videos or, in a more general manner, between multimedia contents, is a crucial issue of Internet TV diffusion.
One of the challenges behind changing the diffusion mode is that of the delinearization of contents generated for stream diffusion. Delinearization consists in breaking a continuous video stream into basic elements-such as programs and scenes-for which a description is made available together with links to related contents. The various stages of a typical delinearization chain are illustrated in Figure 1 . Clearly, delinearization of TV streams is already a fast-growing trend with the increasing number of catchup TV sites and video on demand portals. Even if one can anticipate that Internet diffusion will predominate in a near future, we firmly believe that the two diffusion modes will still coexist for long as they correspond to very different consumption habits. Linear or streaming diffusion, in which a continuous TV stream is accessible, is passive while a "search-and-browse" enabled diffusion mode requires action from viewers. Such cohabitation is already witnessed with all major channels providing catch-up videos on the Internet for their key programs.
The growth and the impact of nonlinear Internet TV diffusion however remain limited for several reasons. Apart from strategical and political reasons (Currently, commercial policies of broadcasters imply that navigation is almost always limited to contents within a broadcaster's site to prevent users from browsing away. However, we believe that in the future, these limitations will vanish with the emergence of video portals independent of the broadcasting companies.), several technical reasons prevail. Firstly, the amount of content available is limited as repurposing TV contents for Internet diffusion is a costly process. The delinearization overhead is particularly cumbersome for services which require a semantic description of contents. Secondly, most Internet diffusion sites offer poor search features and lack browsing capabilities enabling users to navigate between contents. Indeed, browsing is often limited to a suggestion of videos sharing some tags which poorly describe the content. The main reason for this fact is, again, that obtaining an exploitable semantic description of some content is a difficult task. In brief, Internet browserenabled diffusion of TV contents is mostly limited by the lack of a detailed semantic description of TV contents for enhanced search and navigation capabilities. There is therefore a strong need for automatic delinearization tools that break streams into their constituents (programs, events, topics, etc.) and generate indexes and links for all constituents. Breaking video streams into programs have been addressed on several occasions [1] [2] [3] [4] but does not account for a semantic interpretation. Breaking programs into their constituents has received a lot of attention for specific genres such as sports [5, 6] and broadcast news [7] [8] [9] . Most methods are nonetheless either highly domainand genre-specific or limited in their semantic content description. Moreover, regardless of the segmentation step, automatically enriching video contents with semantic links, eventually across modalities, have seldom been attempted [10, 11] .
Spoken material embedded in videos, accessible by means of automatic speech recognition (ASR), is a key feature to semantic description of video contents. However, spoken language is seldom exploited in the delinearization process, in particular for TV streams containing various types of programs. The main reason for this fact is that, apart from specific genres such as broadcast news [8, 9, 12, 13] , natural language processing (NLP) and information retrieval (IR) techniques originally designed for regular texts (by regular texts, we designate texts originally designed in their written form, for which structural elements such as casing, sentence boundary markers, and eventually paragraphs are explicitly defined) are not robust enough and fail to perform sufficiently well on automatic transcripts-mostly because of transcription errors and because of the lack of sentence boundary markers-and/or are highly dependent on a particular domain. Indeed, depending on many factors such as recording conditions or speaking style, automatic speech recognition performance can drop drastically on some programs. Hence, the need for genre-and domainindependent spoken content analysis techniques robust to ASR peculiarities for TV stream delinearization.
In this paper, we propose to adapt existing NLP and IR techniques to ASR transcripts, exploiting confidence measures and external knowledge such as semantic relations, to develop robust spoken content processing techniques at various stages of the delinearization chain. We show that this strategy is efficient in robustifying the processing of noisy ASR transcripts and permits speech-based automatic delinearization of TV streams. In particular, the proposed robust spoken document processing techniques are used for content description across a wide variety of program genres and for efficient topic segmentation of news, reports and documentaries. We also propose an original method to create semantic hyperlinks across modalities, thus enabling navigational features in news videos. We finally illustrate how those techniques were used at the core of a news navigation system, delinearizing news shows for semantic crossmedia navigation, demonstrated during the NEM Summit 2009.
The paper is organized as follows. We first present the speech transcription system used in this study, highlighting peculiarities of automatic transcripts. In Section 3, a bag-of-words description of TV programs is presented to automatically link programs with their synopses. In Section 4, a novel measure of lexical cohesion for topic segmentation is proposed and validated on news, reports, and documentaries. Section 5 is dedicated to an original method for the automatic generation of links across modalities, using transcription as a pivot modality. The NEM Summit 2009 news navigation demonstration is described in Section 6. Section 7 concludes the paper, providing future research directions towards better automatic delinearization technologies.
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Transcription of Spoken TV Contents
The first step to speech-based processing of TV contents is their transcription by an automatic speech recognition engine. We recall here the general principles of speech recognition to highlight the peculiarities of automatic transcripts with respect to regular texts and the impact on NLP and IR techniques. In the second part, details on the ASR system used in this work are given.
Transcription Principles.
Most automatic speech recognition systems rely on statistical models of speech and language to find out the best transcription hypothesis, that is, word sequence, given a (representation of the) signal y, according to
Language models (LM), that is, probability distributions over sequences of N words (N-gram models), are used to get the prior probability P[w] of a word sequence w. Acoustic models, typically continuous density hidden Markov models (HMM) representing phones, are used to compute the probability of the acoustic material for a given word sequence, p(y | w). The relation between words and acoustic models of phone-like units is provided by a pronunciation dictionary which lists the words recognizable by the ASR system, along with their corresponding pronunciations. Hence, ASR systems operate on a closed vocabulary whose typical size is between 60,000 and 100,000 words. Words out of the vocabulary (OOV) cannot be recognized as is and are therefore one cause of recognition errors, resulting in the correct word being replaced by one or several similarly sounding erroneous words. The vocabulary is usually chosen by selecting the most frequent words, eventually adding domain-specific words when necessary. However, named entities (proper names, locations, etc.) are often missing from a closed vocabulary, in particular in the case of domainindependent applications such as ours. Evaluating (1) over all possible word sequences of unknown length is costly in spite of efficient approximate beam search strategies [14, 15] and is usually performed over short utterances of 10 s to 30 s. Hence, prior to transcription, the stream is partitioned into short sentence-like segments which are processed independently of one another by the ASR system. Regions containing speech are first detected, and each region is further broken into short utterances based on the detection of silences and breath intakes.
Clearly, ASR transcripts significantly differ from regular texts. First, recognition errors can strongly impact the grammatical structure and semantic meaning of the transcript. In particular, poor recording conditions, environmental noises, such as laughter and applause, and spontaneity of speech are all factors that might occur in TV contents and which drastically increase recognition errors. Second, unlike most texts, transcripts are unstructured, lacking sentence boundary markers and paragraphs. In some cases, transcripts are also case insensitive so as to limit the number of OOV words. These oddities might be detrimental to NLP where casing and punctuation marks are often considered as critical cues. However, ASR transcripts are more than just degraded texts. In particular, word hypotheses are accompanied by confidence measures indicating for each word an estimation of its correctness by the ASR system [16] . Using confidence measures for NLP and IR can help avoiding error-prone hard decisions from the ASR system and partially compensate for recognition errors, but this requires that standard NLP and IR algorithms be modified, as we propose in this paper.
The IRENE Transcription
System. In this paper, all TV programs were transcribed using our IRENE ASR system, originally developed for broadcast news transcription. IRENE implements a multiple-pass strategy, progressively narrowing the set of candidate transcriptions-the search space-in order to use more complex models. In the final steps, a 4-gram LM over a vocabulary of 65,000 words is used with context-dependent phone models to generate a list of 1,000 transcription hypotheses. Morphosyntactic tagging, using a tagger specifically designed for ASR transcripts, is used in a postprocessing stage to generate a final transcription with word-posterior-based confidence measures, combining the acoustic, language model, and morphosyntactic scores [17] . Finally, part-of-speech tags are used for lemmatization, and, unless otherwise specified, lemmas (a lemma is an arbitrary canonical form grouping all inflexions of a word in a grammatical category, e.g., the infinitive form for verbs, the masculine singular form for adjectives, etc.) are considered instead of words in this work.
The language model probabilities were estimated on 500 million words from French newspapers and interpolated with LM probabilities estimated over 2 million words corresponding to reference transcription of radio broadcast news shows. The system exhibits a word error rate (WER) of 16% on the nonaccented news programs of the ESTER 2 evaluation campaign [18] . As far as TV contents are concerned, we estimated word error rates ranging from 15% on news programs to more than 70% on talk shows or movies.
Using Speech As a Program Descriptor
The first step in TV delinearization is the stream segmentation step which usually consists in splitting the stream into programs and interprograms (commercials, trailers/teasers, sponsorships, or channel jingles). Several methods have been proposed to this end, exploiting information from an electronic program guide (EPG) to segment the video stream and label each of the resulting segments with the corresponding program name [2] [3] [4] 19] . Note that stream segmentation exploiting interprogram detection, as in [4] , results in segments corresponding to a TV program, to a fraction of a program, or, on some rare occasions, to several programs. In all cases, aligning the video signal with the EPG relies on low-level audio and visual features along with time information and does not consider speech indexing and understanding to match program descriptions with video segments.
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We investigate the capability of error-prone speech transcripts as a semantic description of arbitrary TV contents. We propose to adapt information retrieval techniques to associate each of the segments resulting from the stream segmentation step with short textual synopses describing programs. In the delinearization framework considered, the relations established between a segment's transcript and the synopses are used to validate, and eventually correct, labels resulting from the EPG-based stream segmentation. The entire process is depicted in Figure 2 .
We first describe how traditional information retrieval approaches are modified to create associations between synopses and a video segment based on its transcription. The use of these associations to label segments is rapidly discussed, the reader being referred to [20] for more details.
Pairwise Comparison of Transcripts and Synopses.
The entire process of associating synopses and transcripts relies on pairwise comparisons between a synopsis and a segment's transcript. We propose a technique for such a pairwise comparison, inspired from word-based textual information retrieval techniques. In order to deal with transcription errors and OOV words, some modifications of the traditional vector space model (VSM) indexing framework [21] are proposed: confidence measures are taken into account in the index term weights, and a phonetic-based document retrieval technique, enabling to retrieve in a transcript the proper nouns contained in a synopsis, is also considered.
Modified tf-idf Criterion.
In the vector space model, a document d-in our case, a transcript or a synopsis-is represented by a vector containing a score for each possible index term of a given vocabulary. In our case, the set of index terms is the set of lemmas corresponding to the vocabulary of the ASR system. The popular normalized tf-idf weight is often used as the score. Formally, term frequency (tf ) for a lemma l is defined as
where f (x, d) denotes the frequency of occurrence of x in d. Inverse document frequency (idf ), estimated over a collection C, is given by
where | · | denotes the cardinality operator. The final tf-idf weight of l in d is then defined as
Following the same philosophy as in [22] , the weights S d (l) are modified in the case of automatic transcripts so as to account for confidence measures, thus indirectly compensating for transcription errors. Confidence measures are used to bias the tf-idf weights according to
where c l denotes the average word-level confidence over all occurrences of l in d. Equation (5) simply states that words for which a low confidence is estimated by the ASR system will contribute less to the tf-idf weight than words with a high confidence measure. The parameter θ is used to smooth the impact of confidence measures. Indeed, confidence measures, which correspond to a self-estimation of the correctness of each word hypothesis by the ASR system, are not fully reliable. Therefore, θ, experimentally set to 0.25 in this work, prevents from fully discarding a word based on its sole confidence measure. Given the vector of tf-idf weights for a synopsis and the vector of modified tf-idf weights for a segment's transcript, the pairwise distance between the two is given by the cosine measure between the two description vectors.
Phonetic
Association. Named entities, in particular proper names, require particular attention in the context of TV content description. Indeed, proper names are frequent in this context (e.g., characters' names in movies and series) and are often included in the synopses. However, proper names are likely to be OOV words that will therefore not appear in ASR transcripts. As a consequence, proper names are likely to jeopardize or, at least, to not contribute to the distance between a transcript and a synopsis when using the tf-idf weighted vector space model.
To skirt such problems, a phonetic measure of similarity is defined to phonetically search a transcript for proper names appearing in a synopsis. Each proper name in the synopsis is automatically converted into a string of phonemes. A segmental variant of the dynamic alignment algorithm is used to find in the phonetic output of an ASR transcript the substring of phonemes that best matches the proper name's phonetization. The normalized edit distance between the proper name's phoneme string and the best matching substring defines the similarity between the ASR transcript and the proper name in the synopsis. The final distance between the synopsis and the transcript is given by summing over all proper names occurring in the synopsis.
Validating the Segmentation.
We demonstrate on a practical task that the comparison techniques of Section 3.1 enable the use of ASR transcripts for genre-independent characterization of TV segments in spite of potentially numerous transcription errors. The word-and phoneticlevel pairwise distances are used to validate, and eventually modify, the label (i.e., the program name) attached to each segment as a result of the alignment of the stream with an EPG. This validation step is performed by associating a unique synopsis with each segment before checking whether the synopsis corresponds to the program name obtained from the EPG or not, as illustrated in Figure 2 . In case of mismatch, a decision is made to maintain, to change, or to invalidate the segment's label, based on the scheduled and broadcasted start times. Associating a unique synopsis with each segment relies on shortlists of candidate segments for each synopsis. For a given synopsis, two shortlists of candidate segments are established, one based on the wordlevel distance as given using the modified tf-idf criterion, the other based on the phonetic distance. Details on shortlist generation can be found in [20] . The synopsis associated with a given segment is the one with the highest association score among those synopses for which the shortlists contain the segment.
Results are reported on a subset of the 650 segments resulting from an automatic alignment of a continuous TV stream of 10 days with an EPG [3] . (In [3] , a label error rate of about 65% is reported, considering all segments.) Coming from a long continuous stream, segments include all genres of TV programs, and transcripts exhibit word error rate ranging from 15% to 70% on the most difficult programs. Transcripts vary in length from 7 to 27,150 words, with an average of 2,643. A subset consisting of the 326 segments containing more than 600 words is considered in this work. (The reason for ignoring short segments is that they often have neither description in the EPG, nor related synopsis, thus making it impossible to evaluate the segment/synopsis association. Indeed, short segments mostly correspond to fillers inserted by broadcasters to adjust broadcasting schedules and to weather forecast programs.) Around 250 synopses corresponding to the time period of the stream considered were taken from an on-line program guide, with descriptions varying both in length (average: 50 words) and precision (from a title to a precise description of the content). Finally, 63% of the program descriptions contain at least one proper noun with an average of 7.5 per description. The association of a synopsis with each segment exhibits a recall of 86% with a precision of 63%. Results on the validation of the labels from the EPG alignment step are reported in Figure 3 . The EPG labels are validated in 89% of the cases. Corrections based on the synopsis' titles decrease the labeling error rate by 0.2%, the number of correct changes made almost being equal to the number of erroneous ones. Erroneous corrections are always related to segmentation errors where the starting time of the segment does not correspond to any description.
In spite of the very limited gain incurred by the synopsis-based label correction process, these results clearly demonstrate that the proposed lexical and phonetic pairwise distances enable us to efficiently use automatic speech transcripts as a description of TV segments, for a wide range of program genres. However, the word-level description considered is a "bag-of-words" representation which conveys only limited semantics, probably partially explaining the robustness of the description to transcription errors. For programs with reasonable error rates between 15% and 30%, such as news, documentaries, and reports, speech can be used for finer semantic analysis, provided adequate techniques are proposed to compensate for the peculiarities of automatic transcripts. In the following sections, we propose robust techniques for topic segmentation and link generation, respectively, limiting ourselves to news, documentaries, and reports.
Topic Segmentation of TV Programs
Segmentation of programs into topics is a crucial step to allow users to directly access parts of a show dealing with their topics of interest or to navigate between the different parts of a show. Within the framework of TV delinearization, topic segmentation aims at splitting shows for which the notion of topic is relevant (e.g., broadcast news, reports, and documentaries in this work) into segments dealing with a single topic, for example, to further enrich those segments with hyperlinks. Note that such segments usually include the introduction and eventually the conclusion by the anchor speaker in addition to the development (by development, we refer to the actual report on the topic of interest. A typical situation is that of news programs where the anchor introduces the subject before handing over to a live report, the latter being eventually followed by a conclusion and/or a transition to the next news item. All these elements should be kept as a single topic segment) itself and are therefore hardly detectable from low-level audio and visual descriptions. Moreover, contrary to the TDT framework [23] , no prior knowledge on topics of interest is provided so as to not depend on any particular domain and, in the context of arbitrary TV contents, segments can exhibit very different lengths.
Topic segmentation has been studied for years by the NLP community which developed methods dedicated to textual documents. Most methods rely on the notion of lexical cohesion, corresponding to lexical relations that exist within a text, and are mainly enforced by word repetitions. Topic segmentation methods using this principle are based on an analysis of the distribution of words within the text: a topic change is detected when the vocabulary changes significantly [24, 25] . As an alternative to lexical cohesion, discourse markers, obtained from a preliminary learning process or provided by a human expert, can also be used to identify topic boundaries [26, 27] . However discourse markers are domain-and genre-dependent and sensitive to transcription errors while lexical cohesion does not depend on specific knowledge. However, lexical cohesion is also sensitive to transcription errors. We therefore propose to improve the lexical cohesion measure at the core of one of the best text segmentation method [28] to accommodate for confidence measures and to account for semantic relations other than the mere word repetitions (e.g., the semantic proximity between the words "car" and "drive") to compensate for the limited number of repetitions in certain genres. As we will argue in Section 4.2, the use of semantic relations serves a double purpose: better semantic description and increased robustness to transcription errors. However, such relations are often domain dependent and their use should not be detrimental to the segmentation of out-of-domain transcripts.
We rapidly describe the topic segmentation method of Utiyama and Isahara [28] which serves as a baseline in this work, emphasizing the probabilistic lexical cohesion measure on which this method is based. We extend this measure to successively account for confidence measures and semantic relations. Finally, experimental results on TV programs are presented in Section 4.3.
Topic Segmentation Based on Lexical Cohesion.
The topic segmentation method introduced by Utiyama and Isahara [28] for textual documents was chosen in the context of transcript-based TV program segmentation for two main reasons. It is currently one of the best performing methods that makes no assumption on a particular domain (no discourse markers, no topic models, etc.). Moreover, contrary to many methods based on local measures of the lexical cohesion, the global criterion used in [28] makes it possible to account for the high variability in segment lengths.
The idea behind the topic segmentation algorithm is to search among all possible segmentations for the one that globally results in the most consistent segments with respect to the lexical cohesion criterion. This optimization problem is expressed in a probabilistic framework as finding out the most probable segmentation of a sequence of l basic units (lemmas or lemmatized sentences) W = W l 1 according to
In practice, assuming that P[S m 1 ] = n −m , with n the number of words in the text and m the number of segments, and relying on the traditional hypothesis of conditional EURASIP Journal on Image and Video Processing 7 independence of the observations (words within a segment are independent from words in the other segments given the segmentation), the search problem is given by
where α allows for a control of the average segment size and where P[W bi ai | S i ] denotes the probability of the sequence of basic units corresponding to S i . In (7), lexical cohesion is considered by means of the probability terms P[W bi ai | S i ] computed independently for each segment. As no prior model of the distribution of words for a given segment is available, generalized probabilities are used. Lexical cohesion is therefore measured as the ability of a unigram language model Δ i , whose parameters are estimated from the words in S i , to predict the words in S i .
The language model Δ i estimated on the words of S i is a unigram language model over the set of words in the text (or transcript) to be segmented. The calculation of the language model of the segment S i is formalized, for a Laplace smoothing, by
where V K is the vocabulary of the text, containing K different words, and where the count C i (u) denotes the number of occurrences of u in S i . The probability distribution is smoothed by incrementing the count of each word by 1. The normalization term z i ensures that Δ i is a probability mass function and, in the particular case of (8), z i = K + n i with n i being the number of word occurrences in S i . Given the estimated language model, the lexical cohesion is measured as the generalized probability given by
where w i j denotes the jth word in S i . Intuitively, according to (9) , lexically consistent segments exhibit higher lexical cohesion values than others as the generalized probability increases as the number of repetitions increases.
In this work, the basic units considered were utterances as given by the partitioning step of the ASR system, thus limiting possible topic boundaries to utterance boundaries. Moreover, lexical cohesion was computed on lemmas rather than words, discarding words other than nouns, adjectives, and nonmodal verbs.
Improved Lexical Cohesion for Spoken TV Contents.
As argued previously, confidence measures and semantic relations can be used as additional information to improve the generalized probability measure of lexical cohesion so as to be robust to transcription errors and to the absence of repetitions. We propose extensions of the lexical cohesion measure to account for such information.
Confidence Measures.
Confidence measures can straightforwardly be integrated to estimate the language model Δ i by replacing the count C i (u) with the sum over all occurrences of u of their respective confidence measures, that is,
where c(w i j ) corresponds to the confidence measure of w i j . Confidence measures are raised to the power of λ in order to reduce the relative importance of words whose confidence measure value is low. Indeed, the larger the λ, the smaller the impact in the total count of terms for which c(w i j ) is low. Alternately, confidence measures can be taken into account when computing the generalized probability, by multiplying the log-probability of the occurrence of a word by the corresponding confidence measure. Formally, the generalized probability is then given by
The idea is that word occurrences with low confidence measures contribute less to the measure of the lexical cohesion than those with high confidence measures. In this case, the language model Δ i can be either estimated from the counts C i (u), thus limiting the use of confidence measures to the probability calculation, or from the modified counts C i (u).
Semantic Relations.
As mentioned previously, integrating semantic relations in the measure of the lexical cohesion serves a double objective. The primary goal is obviously to ensure that two semantically related words, for example, "car" and "drive", contribute to the lexical cohesion, thus avoiding erroneous topic boundaries between two such words. This is particularly crucial when short segments might occur as they exhibit few vocabulary repetitions, but semantic relations can also limit the impact of recognition errors. Indeed, contrary to correctly transcribed words, misrecognized words are unlikely to be semantically linked to other words in the segment. As a consequence, the weight of nonproperly transcribed words in the edges' weights will be less important than the one of correct words. As for confidence measures, accounting for semantic relations can be achieved by modifying the counts in the language model estimation step. Counts, which normally reflect how many times a word appears in a segment, are extended so as to emphasize the probability of a word based on its number of occurrences as well as on the occurrences of related words. More formally, the counts C i in (8) are amended according to
where r(w i j , u) ∈ [0, 1] denotes the semantic proximity of words w i j and u. The semantic proximity r(u, v) is close to 8 EURASIP Journal on Image and Video Processing (12) are used to compute the language model that in turn is used to compute the generalized probability. Clearly, combining confidence measures and semantic relations is possible using confidence measures in the generalized probability computation with a language model including semantic relations and/or replacing C i (u) by C i (u) in (12) .
One of the benefits of the proposed technique is that it is by nature robust to domain mismatch. Indeed, in the worst case scenario, semantic relations learnt on a specific domain will leave C i (u) unchanged with respect to C i (u), the relations r(u, v) between any two words of S i being null. In other words, out-of-domain relations will have no impact on topic segmentation, a property which does not hold for approaches based on latent semantic space or model [29, 30] In the reports corpus, longer reports and investigations can be found (around 10-15 minutes), eventually on non-news topics, while the news corpus follows the classical scheme of rather short reports (usually 2-3 minutes). Separating the experiments in two distinct corpora enables us to highlight the differences between two types of TV programs. Indeed, in addition to different program durations, the average number of topics and the average number of segments per show vary between news and reports. Moreover, the number of repetitions is less important in news programs than in reports ones, as reported in Table 1 , while the transcription error rate is higher on the latter due to a larger amount of nonprofessional speakers.
In each show, headlines and closing remarks were removed, these two particular parts disturbing the segmentation algorithm and being easily detectable from audiovisual clues. A reference segmentation was established by considering a topic change associated with each report, the start and end boundaries being, respectively, placed at the beginning of the report's introduction and at the end of the report's closing remarks. Note that in the news corpus, considering a topic change between each report is a choice that can be argued as, in most cases, the first reports all refer to the main news of the day and are therefore dealing with the same broad topic. A total of 1,180 topic boundaries are obtained for the news corpus and 86 for reports. Recall and precision on topic boundaries are considered for evaluation purposes after alignment between reference and hypothesized boundaries, with a tolerance on boundary locations of, respectively, 10 and 30 s for news and reports, while different trade-offs between precision and recall are obtained by varying α in (7) .
We first report results regarding confidence measures before considering semantic relations. Finally, both are taken into account simultaneously.
Segmentation with Confidence Measures.
Results are reported in Figure 4 for different values of λ, considering confidence measures simultaneously in the language model estimation and in the probability computation. (It was experimentally observed that using confidence measures at both steps of the lexical cohesion measure leads to better results than using confidence measures solely in the language model estimation step or in the probability calculation step.) Using confidence measures significantly improves in all cases the quality of TV program segmentation with respect to the baseline method. (A t-test was used to validate that differences in performance are statistically significant in all cases.) Moreover, confidence measures allow for a larger relative improvement on reports where the word error rate is higher. It can also be noted that results are less sensitive to variations of λ for the news data. This can be explained by the fact that for high values of λ, c(w i j ) λ becomes negligible except for words whose confidence measure is very close to 1. As the proportion of words with a confidence measure less than 0.9 is more important in the reports data, the impact of the confidence measures and of λ is more perceptible on this data set. We also observed that accounting for confidence measures not only increases the number of correct boundaries detected but also improves boundary locations. Indeed, boundary locations are more precise when using confidence measures, even if this fact does not show in the recall/precision curves because of the tolerated gap on the boundary position. Finally, improving confidence measures using high-level linguistic features with a classifier [31] also benefits from boundary precision.
Overall, these results demonstrate not only that including confidence measures in the lexical cohesion measure improves topic segmentation of spoken TV contents, but also that the gain obtained thanks to confidence measures is larger when the transcription quality is low. This last point is a key result which clearly demonstrates that adapting text-based NLP methods to the peculiarities of automatic transcripts is crucial, in particular when transcription error rates increase.
Segmentation with Semantic
Relations. Two types of semantic relations, namely, syntagmatic and paradigmatic ones, were automatically extracted from a corpus of articles from the French newspapers "Le Monde" and "L'Humanité" and from the reference transcript of 250 hours of radio broadcast news shows. Syntagmatic relations correspond to relations of contiguity that words maintain within a given The popular mutual information cubed criterion [32] was used to acquire syntagmatic relations and was normalized in [0, 1] to define the association strength r(u, v). Paradigmatic relations combine two words with an important common component from a meaning point of view. These relations, corresponding to synonyms, hypernyms, antonyms, and so forth, are calculated by means of context vectors for each word, grouping together words that appear in the same contexts. The semantic proximity r(u, v) is taken as the cosine distance between context vectors of u and v, normalized in the interval [0, 1]. Illustration of the five best syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations obtained for the word "cigarette" is given in Table 2 . (All examples in the article are translated from the French language.) Finally, various selection rules were implemented to limit the number of syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations considered, so as to keep the most relevant ones for the purpose of topic segmentation [33] . It is important to note that, contrary to many studies on the acquisition of semantic relations, both types of relations were not obtained from thematic corpora. However, they are, to a certain extent, specific to the news domain as a consequence of the data on which they have been obtained and do not reflect the French language in general.
Results are presented in Figure 5 on the news and reports data sets. On the news data, the use of semantic relations clearly improves the segmentation, paradigmatic relations yielding better performance than syntagmatic ones. This result is confirmed by observing the relations extracted: syntagmatic relations are less suited for the news domain than paradigmatic ones as they introduce more noise, connecting words and segments that should not be. Regarding the reports data, adding semantic relations does not improve topic segmentation, whatever the type of semantic relations is considered. This result can be mainly explained by two factors. The first factor is that for the reports data: segments are longer and exhibit a larger number of repetitions per segment than for the news data, thus limiting the interest of semantic relations. The second and probably most important factor lies in the fact that semantic relations were extracted from journalistic corpora and are therefore less adapted for the reports corpus. As a consequence, very few words for which semantic relations were selected appear in transcripts, therefore leaving the segmentation mostly unchanged with respect to the baseline segmentation algorithm. However, it is interesting to verify that incorporating nonrelevant relations does not harm the segmentation process while incorporating relevant ones does help.
Discussion. The above series of experiments demon-
strate that modifying the lexical cohesion measure to take into account confidence measures or to include semantic relations increases the robustness of topic segmentation to transcription errors as well as to genre and domain differences. In particular, we have experimentally verified that exploiting semantic knowledge from the journalistic domain does not harm (nor help) in case of out-of-domain data such as the ones in the reports data set. Final results reported in Figure 6 also show that the benefits of confidence measures and of semantic relations are cumulative. As for the experiments of Section 3 in speech-based program description, these results again prove that adapting NLP tools to better interface with ASR is a good answer to robustness issues. However, in spite of the proposed modifications, high transcription error rates are still believed to be detrimental to topic segmentation, and progress is required towards truly genre-independent topic segmentation techniques. Still, from the results presented, topic segmentation of spoken contents has reached a level where it can be used as a valuable tool for the automatic delinearization of TV data, however, limiting the use of such techniques to specific program genres where reasonable error rates are achieved and where topic segmentation makes sense. This claim is supported by our experience on automatic news delinearization, as illustrated by the NEM Summit demonstration presented in Section 6 or by the Voxalead news indexing prototype presented for the ACM Multimedia 2010 Grand Challenge [34] .
Automatically Linking Contents
One of the key features of Internet TV diffusion is to enhance navigability by adding links between contents and across modalities. So far, we have considered speech as a descriptor for characterization or segmentation purposes. However, semantic analysis can also be used at the far end of the delinearization process illustrated in Figure 1 to automatically create links between documents. In this section, we exploit a keyword-based representation of spoken contents to create connections between segments resulting from the topic segmentation step or between a segment and related textual resources on the Web. Textual keywords extracted from speech transcripts are used as a pivot semantic representation upon which characterization and navigation functionalities can be automatically built. We propose adaptations of classical keyword extraction methods to account for spoken contents and describe original techniques to query the Web so as to create links.
We briefly highlight the specificities of keyword extraction from transcripts, exploiting the confidence measure weighted tf-idf criterion of Section 3. We then propose a robust strategy to find relations among documents, exploiting keywords and IR techniques.
Keyword Characterization.
We propose the use of keywords to characterize spoken contents as keywords offer compact yet accurate semantic description capabilities. Moreover, keywords are commonly used to describe various multimedia contents such as images in Flickr or videos in portals such as YouTube. Hence, a keyword-based description is a natural candidate for cross-modal link generation.
Given a document (e.g., a segment resulting from topic segmentation), keywords are classically selected based on the modified tf-idf weight given by (5) , keeping a few words with the highest tf-idf weights as keywords. However, the tf-idf criterion is known to emphasize words with low idf scores as soon as they appear in a transcript, in particular proper names (journalist or city names, trade marks, etc.). If such names are highly descriptive, they play a particular role. Some of them are related to the context (journalists' names, channel names, etc.) while some are related to the content (politicians' names, locations, etc.). We observed that keeping too many proper names as keywords often result in a poor characterization of the (broad) topic (e.g., Tennis), providing a very detailed description (e.g., Nadal versus Federer) and, consequently, very few links can be established. Moreover, proper names are likely to be misrecognized. We therefore chose not to emphasize proper names as keywords, thus giving greater importance to broad topic characterization. Limiting the influence of proper names is implemented by applying a penalty p ∈ [0, 1] to the term frequency, according to
where |l| is the number of words whose corresponding lemma is l. This biased term frequency is used in (5) for keyword selection. In the navigation experiments presented in the next section, proper names are detected based on the part-of-speech tags and a dictionary, where nouns with no definition in the dictionary are considered as proper names. An example of the 10 first keywords extracted from a sample segment is presented in Table 3 , the keywords Table 3 : List of the 10 keywords with the highest scores after inclusion of confidence measures within the score computation. accurately defining most aspects of the topic. As it can be glimpsed, the segment relates the story of a nun who refused to take off her veil on official photos.
Beyond the help provided to users in quickly understanding the content of a segment, this characterization scheme can also be used as a support for linking segments with semantically related documents.
Hyperlink Generation.
In the context of delinearization and Internet TV diffusion, it is of particular interest to create links from TV segments to related resources on the Web. The problem of link generation is therefore to automatically find Web contents related to the segment's topic as characterized by the keywords. We propose a two step procedure for link generation, where candidate Web pages are first retrieved based on keywords before filtering candidate pages using the entire transcript as a description.
Querying the Web with Keywords.
Given keywords, contents on the Web can be automatically retrieved using classical Web search engines (Yahoo! and Bing in this work) by deriving one or several queries from the keywords. Creating a single meaningful query from a handful of keywords is not trivial, all the more when misrecognized words are included as keywords in spite of the confidence measure weighted tf-idf scores. Thus, using several small queries appears to be clearly more judicious. Another issue is that queries must be precise enough to return topicrelated documents without being too specific in order to retrieve at least one document. The number of keywords included in a query is a good parameter to handle these constraints. Indeed, submitting too long queries, that is, composed of too many keywords, usually results in no or only few hits, whereas using isolated keywords as queries is frequently ineffective since the meaning of many words is ambiguous regardless of the context. Hence, we found that a good query generation strategy consists in building many queries combining subsets of 2 or 3 keywords. Furthermore, in practice, as words are more precise than lemmas when submitting a query, each lemma is replaced by its most frequently inflected form in the transcript of the segment or document considered. An example of 15 queries derived from the sole 5 best keywords of Table 3 is given in Table 4 . In this example, the keyword "adda" is a misrecognized word that has not been completely discarded by confidence measures. Nonetheless, by using several queries, this error only impacts half of the queries (in bold), which keeps still high the chance of having generated adequate meaningful queries.
Selecting Relevant Links.
The outcome of the querying strategy is a list of documents-a.k.a hits-on the Web ordered by relevance with respect to the queries. Relevant links are established by finding among these hits the few ones that best match the topic of a segment characterized by the entire set of keywords rather than by two or three keywords. Assuming that the relevance of a Web page with respect to a query decreases with its rank in the list of hits, we solely consider the first few results of each query as candidate links. In this work, 7 documents are considered for each of the 15 queries. To select the most relevant links among the candidate ones, the vector space model with tf-idf weights is used. Candidate Web pages are cleaned and converted into regular texts (A Web page in HTML format is cleaned by pruning the DOM tree based on typographical clues (punctuation signs and uppercase characters frequencies, length of sentences, number of nonalphanumeric characters, etc.), so as to remove irrelevant parts of the document such as menus, advertisements, abstracts, or copyright notifications.) represented in the vector space model using tf-idf scores. Similarly, a segment's automatic transcript is represented by a vector of modified tf-idf scores as in Section 3. For both the Web pages and the transcript, the weight of proper names is softened as previously explained. The cosine distances between the segment considered and the candidate Web pages finally enables to keep only those candidate links with the highest similarity.
Discussion.
We have proposed a domain-independent method to automatically create a link between transcripts and Web documents, using a keyword-based characterization of spoken contents. Particular emphasis has been put on robustness to transcription errors, using modified tf-idf weights for keyword selection, designing a querying strategy able to cope with erroneous keywords and using an efficient filtering technique to select relevant links based on the characterization presented in Section 3.
Though no objective evaluation of automatic link generation has been performed, we observed in the framework of the NEM Summit demonstration described in the next section that the generated links are in most cases very relevant. However, in a different setting, these links were also used to collect data for the unsupervised adaptation of the ASR system language model [35] . Good results obtained on this LM adaptation task are also an indirect measure of the quality of the links generated. Nevertheless, the proposed hyperlink creation method could still be improved. For example, pages could be clustered based on their respective similarities. By doing so, the different topic aspects of a segment could be highlighted and characterized by specific keywords extracted from clustered pages. "Key pages" could also be returned by selecting the centroids of each cluster. The scope of the topic similarity could also be changed depending on the abstraction level desired for the segment characterization. For example, pages telling the exact event of a segment-instead of pages dealing with the same broad topic-could be returned by reintegrating proper names into keyword vectors.
Finally, let us note that, beside the retrieval of Web pages, the link generation technique proposed here can also be used to infer a structure between segments of the same media (e.g., between a collection of transcribed segments as in the example below). The technique can also be extended to cross-media link generation, assuming a keyword-based description and an efficient cross-modal filtering strategy are provided.
Illustration: Automatic Hypernews Generation
To illustrate the use of the speech-based media processing technologies presented in this paper in the delinearization process, we describe a news navigation demonstration that was presented during the NEM Summit 2009. This demonstration automatically builds a news navigator interface, illustrated in Figure 7 , from a set of broadcast news shows. Shows are segmented and presented in a navigable fashion with relations either between two news reports at different dates or between a news report and related documents on the Internet. Note that this preliminary demonstration, limited to the broadcast news domain, is intended as an illustration to illustrate automatic delinearization of (spoken) TV contents and to validate our work on a robust interface between ASR and NLP. Similar demonstrations on broadcast news collections have been developed in the past (see, e.g., [7, 8, 10, 36, 37] ), but they mostly rely on genre-dependent techniques. On the contrary, we rely on robust genre-and domain-independent techniques, thus making it possible to extend the concept to virtually all kinds of contents. Moreover, all of the above mentioned applications lack navigation capabilities other than through a regular search engine.
We briefly describe the demonstration before discussing the quality of the links generated. For lack of objective evaluation criteria, we provide a qualitative evaluation to illustrate the remaining challenges for spoken language processing in the media context. 23, 2007.) After transcription, topic segmentation as described in Section 4 was applied to each show in order to find out segments corresponding to different topics (and hence events in the broadcast news context). Keyword extraction as described in Section 5.1 was applied in order to characterize each of the 553 segments obtained as a result of the segmentation step. Based on the resulting keywords, exogenous links to related Web sites were generated as explained in Section 5.2. Endogenous links between segments, within the collection, were established based on a simple keyword comparison heuristics. (Note that different techniques could have been used for endogenous link generation. In particular, the same filtering technique as for exogenous links could be used. The idea behind a simple keyword comparison was, in the long term, to be able to incrementally add new segments daily, a task which requires highly efficient techniques to compare two segments.) Figure 7 (a) illustrates the segmentation step. Segments resulting from topic segmentation are presented as a table of contents for the show with links to the corresponding portions of the video and a few characteristic keywords to provide an overview of each topic addressed. Figure 7 (b) illustrates the navigation step where "See also" provides a list of links to related documents on the Web while "Related videos" offers navigation capabilities within the collection.
Qualitative Analysis.
Quantitative assessment of the links automatically generated is a difficult task, and we therefore limit ourselves to a qualitative discussion on the relevance of the generated links. As mentioned in the introduction, we are fully aware of the fact that a qualitative analysis, illustrated with a few selected examples, does not provide the ground for sounded scientific conclusions as a quantitative analysis would. However, this analysis gives an idea of the types of links that can be obtained and of the remaining problems.
External Links.
It was observed that links to external resources on the Web are mostly relevant and permit to access related information. As such links are primarily generated from queries made of a few general keywords that do not emphasize named entities, they point to Web pages containing additional information rather than to Web General information links such as those described previously present a clear interest for users and offer the great advantage of not being related to news sites whose content changes at a fast pace. Moreover, the benefit of enriching contents with general-purpose links is not limited to the news domain and applies to many types of programs. For example, in movies or talk shows, users might be interested in having links to documents on the Web related to the topic discussed. However, in the news domain, more precise links to the same story or to similar stories on other medias are required, a feature that is not covered by the technique proposed. We believe that accounting for the peculiar nature of named entities in the link generation process is one way of focusing links on very similar contents, yet remaining domain independent.
Internal Links.
Links between reports within the collection of broadcast news shows were established based on common keywords, considering their ranks. In spite of using a simplistic distance measure between reports, we observed that the first few links are most of the time relevant. Taking again the example of the Gamède cyclone illustrated in Figure 7 (b), the main title on Feb. 27 reports on the cyclone hitting the island and is related to the following reports, in order of relevance:
(1) update on the island's situation (Feb. 27), The remaining links are mostly irrelevant, apart from two links to other natural disasters. Regardless of item 2, the first links are all related to the cyclone and, using the broadcasting dates and times for navigation, one can follow the evolution of the story across time. Note that a finer organization of the collection into clusters and threads [36, 37] is possible, but the notion of threads seldom applies outside of the news domain while links generation on the base of a few keywords is domain independent. Finally, as for external links, accounting for named entities would clearly improve relevance but possibly also prevent connections to different stories of the same nature, for example, from the cyclone to other natural disasters.
Future Work
We have presented research work targeting the use of speech for the automatic delinearization of TV streams. To deal with the challenges of ASR transcripts in this context, such as potentially high error rates and domain independence, we have proposed several adaptations of traditional domainindependent information retrieval and natural language processing techniques so as to increase their robustness to the peculiarities of automatically transcribed TV data. In particular, in Section 3, we have proposed a modified tf-idf weighting scheme to exploit noisy transcripts, with error rates varying from 15% to 70%. We also adapted a lexical cohesion criterion and demonstrated that speech can be used for the segmentation of TV streams into topics. Experimental results show that, in spite of high error rates, a "bag-of-words" representation of TV contents can be used as description, for the purposes of information retrieval and navigation. All these results clearly indicate that designing techniques genuinely targeting spoken contents increase the robustness of spoken document processing to transcription errors. This in turn leads us to believe that this philosophy will pave the road towards sufficient robustness for speech to be used as a valuable source of semantic information for all genres of programs.
Clearly, not all aspects of speech-based delinearization have been tackled in this paper and many work is still required in order to make the most of speech transcripts for TV stream processing. We now briefly review the main research directions that we feel are crucial.
First of all, the potential of speech transcription has been experienced solely on a very specific content type, broadcast news and therefore still needs to be validated on other types of programs such as investigation programs and debates for which transcription error rates are significantly higher. However, results presented on the validation of the EPG alignment and on the topic segmentation tasks indicate that speech is a valuable source of information to process in spite of transcription errors. In this regard, we firmly believe that a better integration of NLP and ASR-accounting for confidence measures and alternate transcription hypotheses in NLP, incorporating high level linguistic knowledge in ASR systems, accounting for phonetics in addition to a lexical transcription, and so forth-is a crucial need to develop robust and generic spoken content processing techniques in the framework of TV stream delinearization. In particular, named entities such as locations, organizations, or proper names play a very particular role in TV contents and should therefore receive particular attention in designing content-based descriptions. However if acceptable named entity detection solutions exists for textual data, many factors prevent the straightforward use of such solutions for automatic transcripts from being viable. Among those factors are transcription errors and, most of all, the fact that named entities are often not in the vocabulary of the ASR system and hence not recognized (see [18] for a detailed analysis).
Topic segmentation of TV programs is another point which requires additional research effort. Domain-independent topic segmentation methods such as the one presented in this paper exhibit almost acceptable performance. In fact, in the demonstration, we observed that in most cases, segmentation errors have little impact on the acceptability of the results. Indeed, in a segment where two topics are discussed, keywords will often be a mix of keywords characterizing each of the two topics. This has little impact on our demonstration since broad characterization is considered, linking segments and documents from the same broad topic. However, we expect such errors to be a strong limitation as soon as a more detailed description will be required. Unless the number of keywords is increased drastically, it will be difficult to precisely characterize a two-topic segment, but significantly increasing the number of keywords will result in more noise and errors in the description. Hence, progress is still required in the topic segmentation domain. Moreover, only linear topic segmentation has been considered so far. But there is clearly a hierarchical topic structure in most programs, depending on the precision one wants on a topic. A typical example of this fact is that of the main title in news shows where several reports tackle different aspects and implications of the main title, each report eventually consisting of different points of views on a particular question, but hierarchical topic segmentation methods and hierarchical content description have been seldom studied and still require significant progress to be operational.
Finally, link generation based on automatically extracted keywords has proved quite efficient but lacks finesse in creating a semantic Web of interconnected multimedia contents, even in the news domain. More elaborated domainindependent techniques to automatically build threads based on speech understanding are still required in spite of the recent efforts in that direction [36, 37] . Moreover, most multimedia documents are by nature multimodal, and modalities other than text (eventually resulting from automatic speech transcription) should be fully exploited. Limiting ourselves to the news domain, image comparison could, for example, be used to link similar contents. Evidently, modalities other than language cannot provide as detailed a semantic description as language can, but we hope that, to a certain extent, they can compensate for errors in ASR and NLP and increase robustness and precision of automatically generated semantic links. However, many issues remain open in this area from the construction of threads to the use of multiple modalities for content-based comparison of documents.
From a more philosophical point of view, it is interesting to note that the key goal of topic segmentation is to shift from the notion of stream to that of document, the latter being the segment, in order to back off to wellknown information retrieval techniques which operates at the document level. For example, the very notion of tf-idf is closely related to that of document, and so is the notion of index. Establishing links between contents also strongly relies on the notion of document as current techniques solely permit the comparison of two documents with well-defined boundaries. However, one can wonder whether the notion of document still makes sense in a continuous stream or not. Going back to the cyclone example of Section 6.2, it might be interesting to link a particular portion of the report to only a portion of a related document where the latter might contain more than required. The idea of hierarchical topic segmentation is one step in that direction, enabling to choose the extent of the portion of the stream to be considered, but it might also prove interesting to revisit information retrieval techniques in the light of this reflexion and design new techniques not dependent on the notion of document.
